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trical machines" discipline. The objects of study are transformers and electric machines, which are 
the basis of electric power in various industries. The subject of this course is electric machines, 
which are used in practice to convert one form of energy into another: mechanical to electrical 
(generators), electrical to mechanical (electric motors), power transformers, which convert the AC 
parameters, current and voltage. 
 
Методичні вказівки до лабораторних робіт по дисципліні "Електричні 
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Кафедра електричних машин 
 
Видання присвячено розширенню теоретичних знань іноземних студентів з дисципліни 
"Електричні машини". Об'єктами дослідження є трансформатори та електричні машини, які є 
основою електроенергетики в різних галузях промисловості. Предметом даного курсу є елек-
тричні машини, які використовуються на практиці для перетворення однієї форми енергії в 
іншу: механічної в електричну (генератори), електричної в механічну (електродвигуни), а 
також силові трансформатори, які перетворюють параметри приладів змінного струму 
(струм та напругу). 
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Laboratory work 1 
 
DETERMINING THE POLARITY OF THE WINDINGS 
OF THE THREE-PHASE TRANSFORMER 
 
1.1 The purpose of the work 
 
The purpose of laboratory work is to determine the polarity of the windings of 
a three-phase transformer, draw the necessary circuits and determine the circuits and 
groups of connections of the transformer windings. 
 
1.1 Laboratory work plan 
 
1. Examine the design of the analyzed transformer and the test stand setup. 
2. According to the instructions (1.4) mark the beginnings and the ends of the 
winding, and determine the transformer polarity of the winding. 
3. Assemble the schemes and connection groups assigned by the teacher, 
measure and make relevant calculations of the corresponding voltages. 
 
1.3 Description of the test setup 
 
The scheme of experimental studies is shown in Fig. 1.1. 
The analyzed transformer is a three-phase three-legged double winding trans-
former T. This transformer has 12 wind-
ing outputs: each of three phases refers to 
two windings; each winding has two out-
puts.  
All the winding outputs of the trans-
former T are randomly connected to ter-
minals 1 – 12 on the stand.  
The laboratory stand is powered by 
three-phase 220 V supply and one-phase 
36 V supply. Automatic switches QF1 
and QF2 are used to supply the voltage to 
the stand. The indicator HL1 shows the 
presence of three-phase voltage. The out-
puts of one of the windings of the trans-
former T are determined using an incan-
descent lamp EL, which is connected to 
the 36V circuit. To measure the voltage 
PV2PV1
~220 В
А В С
~36 В
EL
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
T
QF1 QF2
HL
Figure 1.1 – The scheme  
of experimental studies 
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on the low- and high-voltage windings, the stand is equipped with two voltmeters 
PV1 and PV2 respectively. 
 
1.4 Guidelines to the laboratory work performance 
 
1. Determine the terminals to which the outputs of one of the windings are 
connected using the indicator lamp EL (Fig.1.2). 
To do this, connect any terminal to one of the 
clamps of the switch QF2 and the conductor with 
indicator lamp EL – to the other. By connecting the 
conductor with the indicator lamp to different termi-
nals one by one, find such a pair of terminals which 
makes the lamp switches on. Since electric re-
sistance of the high voltage winding is higher than 
that of the low voltage winding, the faint light of the 
lamp means that the outputs of the high-voltage 
(HV) winding have been found. When the lamp is 
connected to the outputs of the low-voltage (LV) 
winding, the light will be brighter. In the test report, 
put down whether the clamps belong to HV or LV 
winding. 
 
2. Make arbitrary marking of the starts of high-voltage windings as A, B, C and 
the ends – as X, Y, Z. 
To check if the marking is correct, connect 
the phase winding in a star, joining the clamps X, 
Y, Z in a single point, and attach outputs A, B, C 
to the clamps of the 220 V circuit. Feed the sup-
ply voltage using the switch QF1 and measure 
phase voltages using voltmeter PV1 (Fig. 1.3).  
If the marking is correct, the phase voltages 
will be equal. If phase voltage of one of the wind-
ings is higher than that of others, the marking of 
outputs of this winding should be changed to the 
opposite. In the test report, register the final cor-
respondence of the clamps to the marking of HV 
winding outputs. 
3. Determine HV and LV coils located on 
the same leg. To do this, you have to apply 220 V voltage to the ends A – X using the 
switch QF1 and to measure the voltage at the ends of LV windings using the voltme-
ter PV2 (Fig. 1.4). The LV winding with the highest voltage is located on the same 
~220 В
А В С
Х Y
PV1
HL
Z
QF1
Figure 1.3 – Scheme for  
determining high voltage  
phase windings 
Fig. 1.2 - Scheme for determining 
the winding outputs 
1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12
~36 В
EL
QF2
T
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leg as the winding A–Z connected to the circuit. Randomly mark the ends of this 
winding as a – x. 
Repeat this procedure with the phases B and C with random marking the ends of 
the windings as b – y, c – z.  
4. Determine polarities of low-voltage windings. 
Connect the HV winding end with randomly marked end a of the LV winding. 
Connect the ends A – X to a 220 V circuit and measure the voltage between the ends 
A and x using the voltmeter PV1 (Fig. 1.5). 
If the measured voltage is higher than 220 V, the LV winding marking a – x 
should be considered correct, otherwise if the voltage is lower than 220 V, then LV 
winding marking should be changed to the opposite.  
In the test report, fix the final correspondence of the terminals to the LV winding 
ends marking.  
Repeat this procedure with phases B and C. 
5. Assemble the schemes and winding connection groups assigned by the teach-
er, considering the obtained marking of the transformer winding ends. Show the as-
sembly to the teacher. 
Connect the scheme points A and a. Turn on the switch QF1, measure the volt-
ages given in the table 1.1 and put down the measurement readings into the same ta-
ble.  
6. De-energize the test setup, disconnect the conductors and bring the equipment 
back to the initial conditions. 
 
1.5. Test results processing 
 
1. Build the vector diagram of the completed connection groups. To do this, 
draw an equilateral triangle of the HV winding linear voltages, given the measured 
value of the voltage UAB and the chosen scale. The triangle of LV winding linear 
voltages is built based on the measured values of inter-phase voltages. The point a 
coincides with the point A. The point b is found at the intersection of arcs drawn by 
radii UBb and UCb. Draw a triangle of low voltage winding linear voltages by connect-
ing points а, b, c. Determine the angle ВАb. Calculate the group number by dividing 
the angle by 30º. Compare the obtained number with the initial one. 
2. Calculate the transformation coefficient of a three-phase transformer given 
the measured linear voltages UAB and Uab of HV and LV winding respectively: 
ab
AB
U
U
n 
         (1.1) 
Applying the formulae in Table 1.2 and the formulae 1.1, calculate the coeffi-
cients Вb, Bc, Cb, Cc using the calculated transformation coefficient n, and then the 
voltages given in the Table 2.1 according to the relations abBb UBbU  ; 
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U Bc UBc ab  ; U Cb UCb ab  ; U Cc UCc ab  . Compare the measured and calcu-
lated values. 
Table 1.1 – Test results 
Scheme and group 
Linear and inter-phase voltages, B,  
and transformation ratio of the transformer 
UАВ Uab n UBb UBc UCb UCc 
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Additional formulae to determine the transformation coefficient in dependence 
of transformer group and its winding connection scheme: 
Y / Y ;
3
3 Y / ;
/ Y.
3 3
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   (1.2) 
 
Table 1.2 – Transformer groups’ research 
Transformer 
marking 
Phase windings 
connection 
scheme 
Vector diagram 
Interfacial voltage 
ratio 
 
Y/Y-0 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Bb=n-1 
2Bc= n -n+1  
Cc=n-1 
2Cb= n -n+1  
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Ending of table 1.2. 
Transform-
er marking 
Phase windings 
connection 
scheme 
Vector diagram 
Interfacial voltage 
ratio 
 
Y/Δ-11 
 
 
 
 
32Bb= n - n+1  
32Bc= n - n+1  
32Cc= n - n+1  
2Cb= n +1  
 
 
 
 
 
Test questions 
 
1. When is a transformer’s polarity determined? 
2. What are the main steps in determining a transformer’s polarity? 
3. What is a transformer connection group? 
4. What factors define the transformer connection group? 
5. How to obtain paired and odd transformer connection groups? 
6. Why different transformer connection groups are used? 
7. What connection groups are used in one-phase and three-phase transformers? 
8. Why do the standards limit the number of transformer groups? 
9. How to determine the transformer group if the winding connection pattern is 
known? 
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Laboratory work 2 
 
ANALYSIS OF PARALLEL OPERATION OF THREE-PHASE  
TWO-WINDING TRANSFORMER 
 
2.1 The purpose of the work 
 
The purpose of the work is experimental study of the procedure of transformer 
activation for parallel operation and analysis of their parallel operation with the same 
and different short circuit voltages. 
 
2.2 Laboratory work plan 
 
1. Get acquainted with the studied transformers and the stand setup. 
2. Get transformers ready to parallel operation, i.e. check if the following condi-
tions are met: 
- secondary voltages of the transformers must be equal; 
- transformers must be of the same group. 
3. According to the instructions (2.4) make experimental analysis of parallel op-
eration of the transformer with the same and different short circuit voltages. 
 
2.3 Design of the test setup 
 
The scheme of experimental studies is shown in Fig 2.1. 
Two step-up three-phase transformers Т1 and Т2 with the same rated character-
istics indicated on the laboratory stand will work parallel. 
Both transformers are fed from the common AC grid using the automatic switch 
QF and contactor KM. The light indicator HL will show if there is grid voltage. To 
simulate transformer operation with different short circuit voltages, use the switch 
QS1 to turn on additional resistors R1, R2, R3 with the same resistances to each phase 
of the secondary winding of the transformer T1.  
Automatic switch QS2 activates parallel operation of the transformer T2.  Poten-
tial regulator T3, which works as a regulation inductance, loads the transformers. The 
transformers are connected to the load using automatic switch QS3. 
Additionally, the scheme includes the following measuring instruments, which 
show:  
voltmeter PV1: linear voltage on the primary transformer windings; 
ammeter PA1: summed current of the primary transformer windings; 
ammeter PA2: phase current of the primary winding of the transformer T1; 
ammeter PA3: phase current of the primary winding of the transformer T2; 
ammeter PA4: phase current of the secondary winding of the transformer T1; 
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Figure 2.1 – The scheme of experimental studies  
 
ammeter PA5: phase current of the secondary winding of the transformer T2; 
ammeter PA6: summed current of the secondary windings of the transformers; 
voltmeter PV2: voltage between definite points of the electric circuit; the in-
strument is designed to check the connection conditions for parallel operation. 
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2.4 Guidelines to the laboratory work performance 
 
1. Into the test report, put down the transformers’ rated characteristics indicated 
on the laboratory stand. 
2. To analyze parallel operation of the transformers, assemble a test setup ac-
cording to the scheme shown in Fig. 2.1. 
3. Before turning on the transformers for parallel operation, check: 
a) if the transformation coefficients are equal by comparing the magnitudes of 
secondary voltages. 
Before starting the test, check if all switches are open. Turn on the automatic 
switch QF and contractor KM. Measure the secondary voltages UAB, UBC, UAС of both 
transformers using the voltmeter PV2. If these voltages are equal, then the condition 
of the transformation coefficients equality if true. Otherwise, parallel operation of the 
transformers is inacceptable. 
b) if the transformers belong to the same group. 
To do this, de-energize the setup by switching off the contactor KM and auto-
matic switch QF. Wire up the two similar ends of the secondary windings of both 
transformers, e.g. C1 and C2. Turn on the automatic switch QF and contactor KM. 
Using the voltmeter PV2, measure the voltage between other pairs of similar ends of 
the secondary windings; in the given example these are А1 and А2, В1 and В2. 
If the measured voltages equal zero, then the condition that the transformers be-
long to the same group is true. 
If the voltages do not equal zero, this may mean either incorrect connection of 
the primary windings to the grid or the secondary windings to the load; otherwise it 
may mean that transformers belong to different groups. To properly connect the pri-
mary windings to the grid or the secondary windings to the load, you should swap the 
outputs of the transformers a1 to b1 or a2 to b2 with the ends C1 and C2 connected. 
If the voltages UA1A2 and UB1B2 are not equal to zero, we can conclude that the trans-
formers belong to different groups. In this case parallel operation of the transformers 
is inadmissible. 
When the test is over, de-energize the test setup and remove the wire which 
connected the clamps C1 and C2. 
4. If the prerequisites for transformers’ parallel operation are met, turn on the 
transformers for parallel operation. To do this, turn on the automatic switch QF, con-
tactor KM and isolating switch QS2. After the isolating switch QS2 is on. the trans-
formers are in a no-load mode. Using voltmeters PV1 and PV2, measure no-load 
voltages of the primary and secondary windings Uabо and UABо,, which are equal for 
both transformers in parallel operation. Using the ammeter PA1, measure the summed 
current of both transformers in no-load mode Iао. Using the ammeters PA2 and PA3, 
measure their currents in no-load mode Ipо1 and Ipо2. Put down the obtained readings 
into the test report (Table 2.2, no-load mode) 
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Table 2.2 – Tests of no-load mode and load mode 
Transformer winding 
circuit 
Primary circuit Secondary circuit 
Magnitude Uab, V Iа, А Ia1, А Ia2, А UAB, V IА, А IA1, А IA2, А 
Instrument PV1 PA1 PA2 PA3 PV2 PA6 PA4 PA5 
T
es
t 
re
su
lt
s 
no-load mode 
Uabо=   Iао= Ipо1= Ipо2= UABо= 0 0 0 
The first position of the isolating switch QS1 
        
        
        
        
The second position of the isolating switch QS1 
        
        
        
        
 
5. Make the test of loading the parallel operating transformers with one of the 
positions of the switch QS1. To load parallel operating transformers, turn on the au-
tomatic switch QS3. Put the switch QS1 in either position. Using the potential regula-
tor T3, the load is changed so that the transformers’ currents should not exceed the 
rated values. Register 4-5 points and put down the readings of the instruments in the 
primary and secondary circuits into Table 2.2 (the first position of the switch QS1). 
6. Make the test of loading parallel operating transformers with the second posi-
tion of the switch QS1. Turn the switch QS1 to the second position. Repeat the test of 
loading the transformers similar to step 5. Put down the readings of the instruments in 
the primary and secondary circuits into Table 2.2 (the second position of the switch 
QS1). De-energize the test setup. 
 
2.5 Test results processing 
1. Using the data from table 2.2, build relations Iа1(Iа) and Ia2(Iа) at the first and 
second positions of the switch QS1 in the same coordinate system. 
2. Using the data from Table 4.2, build relations IА1(IА) and IА2(IА) at the first and 
second positions of the switch QS1 in the same coordinate system. 
3. Based on the type of the built relations, make a conclusion: in which case the 
short circuit voltages are equal (the test was made with additional resistors R1, R2, R3 
turned off) and in which case they are different (the test was made with additional 
resistors R1, R2, R3 turned on).    
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Test questions 
 
1. In what cases is parallel operation of transformers used? 
2. What are the prerequisites for switching transformers for parallel operation? 
3. Why should transformers have the same transformation coefficients? 
4. Why should transformers have the same short circuit coefficients? 
5. Why should transformers have the same winding connection groups? 
6. How to determine the equality of transformation coefficients of parallel oper-
ating transformers? 
7. How to determine that the parallel operating transformers belong to the same 
group? 
8. How to determine that short circuit voltages of the parallel operating trans-
formers are equal? 
9. How is the load distributed between two parallel operating transformers at 
different short circuit voltages? 
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Laboratory work 3 
 
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 
 
3.1 The purpose of the work 
 
The purpose of the laboratory work is practicing one of the methods of experi-
mental evaluation of mechanical characteristics of an asynchronous machine (AM) 
with slip-rings in different operation modes. 
 
3.2 Laboratory work plan 
 
1. Get acquainted with the studied asynchronous motor and the setup design. 
2. According to the guidelines (3.4), make experimental analysis of the asyn-
chronous motor and determine mechanical characteristics of the slip-ring AM with 
short-circuited rotor phase winding and additional active resistances included into its 
circuit. 
 
3.3 Description of the test setup 
 
The scheme of experimental studies is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
 
3 ~ 220 В 3 ~ 220 В~ 220 В – 110 В – 110 В
QF1 SF1 SF2 QF2
PF
PA3
R2
G1 G2
––
PA2
~
~
M1
M2
PA1 PV1
R1 QK
RP
F1 F2F1 F2
SA1
SA2
PV2
A1 A2
A1 A2
HL HL
 
Figure 3.2 – The scheme of experimental studies  
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A three-phase slip-ring asynchronous motor (AM) designated as M1 is used as 
an analyzed asynchronous machine (AM). Its stator winding is star-connected. 
A three-phase rheostat R1 is connected to the rotor’s phase winding outputs via slip-
rings and brushes, besides these outputs can be short-circuited using the switch QK. 
The machine M1 is mechanically connected to a balance generator (BG) G1, this 
is a direct current machine (DCM). For the motor mode of the machine M1, BG is a 
mechanical load. The second machine unit consists of AM M2 and DCM G2, which 
can also be switched to the motor and generator operation modes. To regulate the in-
put voltage of AM M1, a three-phase autotransformer (T) is utilized. Commutation of 
the electric circuits of the machines is made automatically using the switches QF1, 
QF2, SF1 and SF2. The presence of voltage in the alternating current grid is signaled 
by the indicators HL1 and HL2. To control the linear voltages and stator current of 
the AM M1, the ammeter PA1 and voltmeter PV1 are included in its input circuit. 
Armature circuits of the machines G1 and G2 are connected via the switcher Q, 
they can also switch to motor and generator operation modes. The current in their 
common circuit is controlled by the ammeter PA2, and the voltage – by the voltmeter 
PV2. With switcher Q opened, the voltmeter can be connected in turn to clamps of 
the machines G1 and G2 using the switch SA1, while the switch SA2 is used to pro-
vide corresponding polarity of the voltmeter. The excitation winding F1-F2 of the 
machine G2 is fed from a similar grid, but its current is regulated by the potentiome-
ter RP to provide possibility to change the excitation current in the winding F1-F2. 
The potentiometer RP consists of two parallel branches, which provides the range of 
the voltage on the winding F1-F2 from -110 V up to +110 V. By regulating the exci-
tation currents of the DCMs G1 and G2, one can obtain the required torque of the BG 
G1 depending on the required mode of the analyzed asynchronous machine. 
The AM’s rotor rotational speed п is determined by the indicator РF (Fig. 3.2) 
located on the digital revolution indicator ТЦ-ЗМ. The revolution indicator receives the 
signal from the sensor BR, which is a photodiode.  
The AM’s torque М1 is measured because G1 is used as a balancing generator 
BG. Its stator is suspended on the bearings, and using the lever which is rigidly coupled 
with the stator BG, it transmits the force on the weighing platform, whose scale is in-
dexed in the units of the torque T. In Fig. 3.2, this system of measuring the torque T is 
conventionally designated as an instrument PM. 
 
3.4 Guidelines to the laboratory work performance 
 
1. Get acquainted with the test stand and the equipment set presented in Fig. 3.2, 
put down the rated data of the utilized electric machines into the test report. 
2. Assemble the setup given in Fig. 3.2; in case it is assembled, check the as-
sembly accuracy and the instrument measurement range. In the stator circuit of the 
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examined AM, the measurement range (0.4÷0.5) UN will be enough for the voltmeter 
PV1, because the test is made at lower voltage to limit the stator current. 
3. Set the equipment into the initial state. All the automatic switches QF1, SF1, 
QF2, SF2 are turned off, auto-transformer T is in the position of a minimal output 
voltage, the switch QK is closed, the isolator Q is open, the rheostat R2 and the poten-
tiometer RP are in the positions at which the excitation currents of the DCM are min-
imal. 
4. Switch in turn both electric machine units starting from alternating current. Start 
the AM M1: to do this, turn on the automatic switch QF1 and using the auto-transformer 
T smoothly raise the voltage up to the level shown by the teacher (about 0.5 UN to avoid 
subsequent excess currents). Turn on the automatic switch QF2 and start the AM M2.  
5. Using the automatic switches SF1, SF2, in turn activate the excitation circuits of 
the both DCM. Using the rheostat R2 and the potentiometer RP, set the voltages 
equal by the magnitude and polarity on the clamps of the armature circuits of the ma-
chines G1 and G2 (connecting the voltmeter PV2 to a definite machine and changing 
its polarity is performed using the switches SA1 and SA2). Close the isolator Q, 
providing the mode of mutual load of DCMs. Note that when the no-load voltages 
and hence the electromotive forces of the both DCMs are equal, there should not be 
any current in their armature circuits. That is why all the machines, according to the 
scheme in Fig. 3.2, in fact operate in no-load mode. 
6. Check the operability of the tested machine M1 in the given modes as well as 
the range of change and measurement of its rotational speed and torque. The electric 
machines of the test stand are switched into different modes by regulating the excita-
tion current of the ACM G2 using the potentiometer RP. The voltage in AM M1 and 
the excitation current of the BG G1 stay constant. 
7. Register the mechanical characteristic of the motor with short-circuited rotor 
winding (the switch QK is closed). Meanwhile, the given voltage U in AM M1 must 
be kept constant as well as the excitation current ІЕG1 of the DCM G1. Put down the 
results into Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 – Data of the mechanical characteristic of the tested AM with no ad-
ditional resistances in the winding circuit of its rotor  
 
Given U=      V;    ns=      rpm 
Measured 
n, rpm                
M, N∙m                
Calculated 
s,                 
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8. Register the mechanical characteristic of the motor with additional resistances 
introduced into the rotor winding (the switch QK is open). The experiment procedure 
is the same. Put down the results into Table 3.2. 
 
Table 3.2 – Data of the mechanical characteristic of the tested AM with addi-
tional resistances in the winding circuit of its rotor 
Given U=      V;   ns=      rpm 
Measured 
n, rpm                
M, N∙m                
Calculated 
s                
 
3.5. Test results processing 
 
1. Based on the data from Tables 3.1 and 3.2, make a plot of the mechanical char-
acteristics п(М) of the tested AM in the common coordinate system. 
2. In Tables 3.1 and 3.2, calculate the slip s using the formula s
s
n -n
s=
n
 and make 
a plot of the mechanical characteristics M(s) of the tested AM in the common coordi-
nate system. 
3. Analyze the results obtained in Tables 3.1 and Tables 3.2 and shown by the 
plotted characteristics. Compare the characteristics of two different experiments and 
decide how well they agree with the theoretical concepts of AM. 
 
Test questions 
 
1. Draw the design of an AM with contact rings and explain the general ideas of 
its operation in the motion mode. 
2. Draw the complete mechanical characteristic of an AM and explain what 
modes of its operation correspond to definite sections of the characteristic. 
3. What are the directions of rotating magnetic field, rotating rotor, electromag-
netic torque and external torque on the axle of an asynchronous motor in the studied 
operation modes? 
4. How does the studied AM switch to different modes of operation? 
5. What are the modes of operation of the electric machines of the test setup 
when the studied AM operates in a) the generator mode; b) the motion mode: c) the 
mode of electromagnetic brake? 
6. How will the mechanical characteristic of the studied AM change if the test is 
made not at lower but at the rated voltage? What problems would arise if the AM was 
tested under the latter conditions? 
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7. What is the influence of the active resistance in the AM rotor winding circuit 
on the form of the mechanical characteristic?  
8. What are other ways and factors that influence the mechanical characteristic 
of an AM?  
9. In what cases, under operating conditions, can the AM generator mode and 
electromagnetic brake mode occur? 
10. Why are asynchronous machines so rarely used as generators? 
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Laboratory work 4 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR,  
WHICH WORKS ON AUTONOMOUS LOAD 
 
4.1 The purpose of the work 
The purpose of the work is experimental evaluation of synchronous generator 
(SG) characteristics under stand-alone load and assessment of the performance of the 
SG based on the experimental data obtained. 
 
4.2 Laboratory work plan 
 
1. Get acquainted with the analyzed generator and the setup design. 
2. Make a no-load test with recording the no-load characteristic. 
3. Make a three-phase short-circuit test with recording the short-circuit charac-
teristic. 
4. Perform experimental evaluation of the SG load characteristic under inductive 
and active loads. 
5. Perform experimental evaluation of the external and regulatory characteristics 
of the SG under active and active-inductive loads.  
 
4.3 Description of the test setup 
 
The scheme of experimental studies is shown in Fig 4.1, where GS is the ana-
lyzed SG, M is the drive-type asynchronous motor (AM), R is the active load (a three-
phase rheostat), L is the inductive load (three-phase inductive regulator), RP is the 
potentiometer to regulate the voltage and hence the excitation current of the SG. 
Electrical circuits are switched by automatic switches QF and SF. The presence 
of voltage in DC and AC networks is monitored by light indicators HL1 and HL2. 
The SG load mode is chosen by using the switches QK, QS1 and QS2.  
The SG excitation current IE is controlled by the ammeter PA1. The SG phase 
current Is is controlled by the ammeter PA2. The SG linear voltage U is controlled by 
the voltmeter PV, and, if necessary, the phase voltage 3UUs  .  
The power factor cos  is monitored by the device Pφ, which is switched on via 
the current transformer TA. 
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4.4 Guidelines to the laboratory work performance 
 
1. Get acquainted with the design and put down the rated data of the SG. 
2. Make a no-load test and register the no-load characteristic (NLC) Еs0(IE) at 
Is = 0. 
Previously, disconnect the load from the SG and set the potentiometer RP to ze-
ro position. Using the automatic switch QF, apply voltage to the AM and thus start it 
directly. Apply power to the potentiometer RP with the automatic switch SF. 
Register the descending part of the no-load characteristics. To do this, first use 
the potentiometer RP to increase the SG excitation current IE so as to bring its EMF 
to Е0= (1,2÷1,3)UN. After that gradually decrease the excitation current IE down to 
zero and make 6-8 measurements. While registering the no-load characteristic, the 
SF
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Figure 4.1 – The scheme of experimental studies for 
investigation of the synchronous generator during stand-alone 
operation  
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excitation current should be changed only downwards not to deviate from the down-
ward part of the characteristic. Put down the measurement results into Table 4.1. 
Turn off the automatic switches QF and SF. 
Given the fact that the voltmeter PV measures the linear value of EMF E0, you 
should calculate the phase EMF value according to the formula 3/0EEso   and 
also put down the results into Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 – No-load characteristic Еs0(IE) at Is=0 and fs=fsN 
IE А        
Еo V        
Eso V        
 
3. Make a test of three-phase short circuit while registering the short-circuit 
characteristic Isk(IE). 
While the setup is completely de-energized, short-circuit all three phases of the 
SG stator using the switch QK. Set the potentiometer RP into zero position. Directly 
activate the AM using the automatic switch QF. Supply power to the potentiometer 
RP using the automatic switch RP. 
Register the short-circuit characteristic Isk(IE). To do this, use the potentiometer 
RP to gradually increase the excitation current IE from zero up to the value when the 
stator current reaches the value Isk=1,2·IsN. Within this interval, make 3-4 measure-
ments and put them down into Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 – Short-circuit characteristic Isk(IE), at Us=0 and  fs=fsN 
IE А      
Isk А      
 
Set the potentiometer into zero position. Open the switch QK and automatic 
switches SF and QF. 
4. Register induction load characteristic (ILC) Us(IE) at Is=IsN  and cos = 0. 
Using the switch QF, directly activate the AM. Using the automatic switch SF, 
supply power to the potentiometer RP.  
Turn on the induction load L using the switch QS2. Set the load L and the excita-
tion current IE to such values that at the liner voltage U=UN the current under the load 
is Is=IsN. While decreasing the linear voltage U by lowering the current IE and main-
taining the load current Is=IsN by regulating L, make 4-5 measurements and put down 
the results into Table 4.3.  
Set the potentiometer RP into zero position. Turn off the switch QS2. Calculate 
the phase voltage sU  and put it down into Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 – Load characteristic Us (IE) at Is = const, cos = const, fs = fsN 
IE А      
U V      
Us V      
 
5. Register load characteristic Us(IE) at the active load (cos = 1, Is = IsN). 
Turn on the switch QS1 thus connecting the active load to the SG. Make the test 
similar to the previous one (section 4). Put down the measurement results into a Table 
similar to Table 4.3. 
 
6. Register the external characteristic Us(Is) at active load (cos = 1). 
Using the switch QS1, turn on the active load. By simultaneous regulating the 
excitation current IE using the potentiometer RP and the load R, set the linear voltage 
U = UN and the phase current Is = IsN. While changing the value of the load R without 
changing the preset excitation current, register the external characteristic when the 
current Is ranges from zero (no-load) up to 1,2·IsN. On making 4-5 measurements, put 
down their results into Table 4.4. 
Calculate the phase voltage sU  and put down the results also into Table 4.4. 
 
Table 4.4 – External characteristic Us(Is) at IE = const, cos = const, fs = fsN 
Is А      
U V      
Us V      
 
7. Register external characteristic Us(Is) at the rated excitation current and rated 
power factor cosN. 
Turn on the mixed load using the switches QS1 and QS2. By simultaneous regu-
lating the potentiometer RP and the load components R and L, set the rated mode of 
SG operation with the parameters U=UN, Is=IsN, cos=cosN=0.8. Without changing 
the excitation current, gradually increase R and L so that the value cos=0.8 stays the 
same. Watch the changes in voltage and current and make 4-5 measurements includ-
ing the one with the load off when you turn off the switches QS1 and QS2 (Is=0) at 
the end of the experiment. Put down the results of the measurements into a Table 
similar to Table 4.4. Set the potentiometer RP to a zero position. 
 
8. Register the regulatory characteristic IE(Is) at active load (cos=1) and at the 
rated voltage U=UN. 
In the no-load mode (Is=0), set the excitation current using the potentiometer RP 
so that the voltage is U=UN. Using the switch QS1, turn on the active load R. By de-
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creasing R, increase the load current up to Is = IsN. While doing this, regulate the exci-
tation current so that the voltage stays U = UN. Make 4-5 measurements and put 
down their results into Table 4.5. Decrease the load current down to Is = 0 by lower-
ing the excitation current and raising the resistance of the load R. Turn the switch 
QS1 off. 
 
Table 4.5 – Regulatory characteristic IE(Is) at Us = UsN, cos = const, fs = fsN 
Is А      
IE А      
 
9. Register the regulatory characteristic IE (Is) at U = UN and cosφ = 0.8 (ind.) – 
active-inductive type. 
In the no-load mode (Is=0), set the excitation current IE so that the voltage is 
U = UN. Using the switches QS1 and QS2, turn the mixed load on. By decreasing R 
and L so that to maintain cos=0.8, gradually increase the load current up to Is = IsN. 
Meanwhile regulate the excitation current so that to maintain U = UN. Make 4-5 
measurements, put down their results into a Table similar to Table 9.5. Set the poten-
tiometer RP to zero position. Open the switches QS1, QS2 as well as SF and QF. 
 
4.5. Test results processing 
 
1. Plot the registered downward part of the no-load characteristic (NLC) and 
make its parallel shift to the coordinate origin. Plot the registered short-circuit charac-
teristic in the same coordinates as no-load characteristic. Using these characteristics, 
calculate the short-circuit ratio Kk and syn-
chronous inductive resistance sX .  
Build the dependence )( Es IX  (Fig. 4.2). 
Using the lo-load characteristic and 
short-circuit characteristic, you can find the 
short-circuit ratio: 
sN
sko
k
I
I
K  ,   (4.1) 
where Isko is the phase short-circuit current at 
excitation current IEo, which correspond to the 
rated voltage USN at no-load operation. 
Using the no-load characteristic and 
short-circuit characteristic, find the synchro-
nous inductive resistance, Ohm: 
sk
so
s
I
E
X  , 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 – No-load and short-
circuit characteristics  
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where Isk is the phase short-circuit current, A; 
Es0 is the phase value of the EMF, Ohm. 
4. Build the load characteristics in the same axes as the no-load characteristic. 
Build a reactive triangle and determine the inductive dissipation resistance 
sσX , Ohm: 
s
Xσ
sNI
CD
 , 
where CD is the voltage drop at the desired inductive resistance (Fig. 4.3); 
IsN.- the nominal generator current, A. 
Point K corresponds to the excitation current IЕ at Us = 0 and the rated value of 
the armature current. From the point A on the ILC, where the phase voltage is 
Us = UsN, draw a segment АВ = IEk parallel to the abscissa axis where the excitation 
current IEk is found by the short-circuit characteristic at the stator current Isk=IsN. From 
the point B, draw a segment BC parallel to the linear initial part of the no-load charac-
teristic up to the intersection with the latter. 
5. In the same coordinate system, build 
external characteristics according to Fig. 4.4 
and determine the rated change of the voltage 
USN: 
%100


Ns
Nsso
Ns U
UE
U , 
Usually UsN = (25–35) %. 
6. In the same coordinate system build 
both regulatory characteristics IE(Is). 
7. Put down the SG parameters deter-
mined from the experiment into Table 4.6. 
 
Table 4.6 – SG parameters 
sX  sσX  Kk USN 
Ohm Ohm – % 
    
 
Test questions 
 
1. Explain the design and operating prin-
ciple of a SG. 
2. What does the voltage of SG no-load 
operation depend on? 
 
Figure 4.3 – No-load and  
induction load characteristics 
IsIsN0
UsN
Us
<0
0
>0
Figure. 4.4 – External characteristics 
of SG 
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3. What is the SG armature reaction? How does the armature reaction influence 
the voltage magnitude at active, inductive and capacitive load? 
4. What do the SG external characteristics show? How are they registered? What 
are the reasons of the generator’s voltage changes with the growth of the load at dif-
ferent values of cos? What is a rated change of voltage? 
5. What do the SG regulatory characteristics show? How are they registered? 
How and why do the characteristics at different loads differ? 
6. What do the load characteristics show? How are they registered? How are 
these characteristics located relative to no-load characteristic? 
7. What is the pattern of the stator winding current at three-phase short circuit? 
Explain the straightness of the short-circuit characteristic. What is the short circuit 
ratio? 
8. What is the SG synchronous inductive resistance sX ? Why in practice should 
you know this resistance? 
9. How to determine the stator winding inductive dissipation resistance sσX ? 
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Laboratory work 5 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR  
IN PARALLEL WORK WITH THE ELECTRICAL NETWORK 
 
5.1 The purpose of the work 
 
The purpose of the work is to check and ensure the necessary conditions for the 
inclusion of a three-phase synchronous generator (SG) for parallel work with the 
electrical network, experimental determination of its characteristics in different 
modes of operation with the network. 
 
5.2 Laboratory work plan 
 
1. To get acquainted with the generator being investigated and the installation 
scheme. 
2. Start the drive motor and check that the synchronization conditions of the SG 
are fulfilled for parallel operation with the power grid. 
3. To conduct an experimental determination of the regulating characteristics of 
SG for different characters of its load. 
4. Adjusting the torque on the SG shaft to conduct an experimental study of the 
characteristics of its power, stator current and power factor at a constant excitation 
current. 
5. Conduct an experimental study of the U-shaped characteristics of SG with its 
constant load. 
 
5.3 Description of the test setup 
 
The diagram of an experimental study of the synchronous generator inclusion 
for parallel operation with an electrical network is shown in Fig. 5.1. The investigated 
synchronous machine (SM) is a three-phase synchronous generator (SG), designated 
as GS. Its stator winding is connected according to the “star” scheme. SG is driven by 
a DC motor (M) parallel excitation. To limit the starting current of the motor is used 
starting rheostat R2. Its resistance is selected so that the inrush current does not ex-
ceed the rated current more than twice. 
Switching electrical circuits of machines are performed by automatic switches 
QF1, QF2. The presence of voltage in the networks of direct and alternating current 
is controlled by the light indicators HL1 and HL2. To control the linear voltage and 
current of the SG stator, a PV3 voltmeter and a PA3 ammeter are included in its ar-
mature circuit. The PV2 voltmeter measures the line voltage of the network, which is 
equal to the QF2 when the circuit breaker is closed. 
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Figure 5.1 - The diagram of an experimental study of the synchronous genera-
tor inclusion for parallel operation with an electrical network 
 
To regulate the rotational speed and torque of the DCM, an adjusting rheostat R1 
is used in its excitation winding circuit (E1-E2). It provides the ability to control the 
excitation current of the engine. 
The rheostat R3 regulates the excitation current of the SG, which comes from a 
DC generator connected to the shaft of the SG. At the same time, power factor cosφ 
SG control is ensured in the same way. Ammeters PA3 and PA4 measure the phase 
current of the stator winding Is and the excitation current of SG IE. Voltmeter PV1 
measures the voltage at the anchor of the DC motor. Ammeters PA1 and PA2 meas-
ure, respectively, the excitation current IEM and the armature current of this motor. 
To measure the power factor (cosφ), a phase meter is included in the circuit, 
which is switched on through the TA1 and TA2 instrument current transformers and 
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an additional RV resistor. For the implementation of accurate synchronization of the 
SG with the network, the lamp synchroscope HL is used, in which the lamps are 
switched on according to the “fade out” scheme. The QS disconnector is switched on 
only after all the requirements for precise synchronization are met at the moment of 
extinction of three lamps HL, provided that the readings of the voltmeters PV2 and 
PV3 are equal. 
 
5.4 Guidelines to the laboratory work performance 
 
1. Familiarize yourself with the design and record the nominal data of a syn-
chronous generator and a DC motor. 
2. Ensure the initial state of the equipment: the QF1 and QF2 circuit breakers, 
the QS disconnectors are turned off, and the R2 is switched to the position where the 
armature current of the DC motor will be minimal. 
3. Perform accurate synchronization. To do this, you must fulfill a number of 
conditions: 
- the EMF of the generator E0 at the moment of its connection to the network 
must be equal and opposite in phase to the mains voltage (E0 = –Uc); 
- the frequency of the EMF of the generator Fg must be equal to the frequency of 
the alternating voltage in the network fc; 
- the order of the phases on the outputs of the generator should be the same as at 
the terminals of the network. 
Failure to comply with any of the synchronization conditions leads to the ap-
pearance in the stator winding of large equalizing currents, the excessive value of 
which may cause an accident. 
For accurate synchronization, follow the instructions clearly. 
Launch DC motor. As it accelerates, remove the starting adjustable rheostat R2. 
In this case, the SG pathogen G is self-excited and provides the SG excitation current, 
so a voltage appears at the terminals of the latter. With the QS disconnector open, 
turn on the circuit breaker QF2 to apply mains voltage to the synchronoscope. Syn-
chroscope lamps will flash. Simultaneous extinction of all the lamps indicates that the 
order of alternation of the phases of the EMF SG Es and the voltage of the network 
Uφ. Smoothly adjusting the excitation current of the generator GS with a rheostat R3 
and at the same time adjusting the excitation current IEM of the motor M with a rheo-
stat R1 so as to achieve equality of Еs and Uφ (equality of values on the PV2 and PV3 
devices), as well as approximate equality of the frequency fs and f (the lamps flash 
very rarely). 
In the presence of the teacher, connect the SG to the network with a QS discon-
nector, but always at the time of the lamps go out. 
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4. To carry out the regulation of the SG load at the power factor cosφ = const, 
which is monitored by a phase meter and remove three adjustment characteristics 
IE(M): 
a) with cosφ = 1 (φ = 0 - active load) for realizing the load, the excitation current 
IEM of the driving DC motor should be gradually reduced with a resistor R1. At the 
same time, the excitation current of the SG should be controlled by a rheostat R3 so 
that cosφ=1 and remains constant during the experiment. Perform 8 measurements 
with an increase in the load current SG Is from zero to IsN (in increments of 1 A). The 
measurement results make a table. 5.1. 
б) repeat the experiment with cosφ = 0.8 (φ > 0 - active-inductive load) in the 
same range of stator current measurement. Measurement data record in the table 5.1. 
в) repeat the experiment with cosφ = 0.8 (φ<0 - active-capacitive load) in the 
same range of stator current measurement. Measurement data recorded in the ta-
ble 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 - the regulation of the load SG at cos = const  
Experiment 
Calculations 
SG DC motor 
U Is IE UM Ia IEM Рinm Рelm Рom РM М 
V А А V А А W W W W N·m 
PV3 PA3 PA4 PV1 PA2 PA1 – – – – – 
cos = 1 
 0          
 4          
 5          
 ..          
 IsN          
cos = 0,8 ( > 0) 
           
cos = 0,8 ( < 0) 
           
 
5. Carry out the regulation of the SG load at IE = const and register the depend-
ences P(M), Is(M), cos(M). 
Using a resistor R1, load the synchronous generator with Is = IsN current and ad-
just its excitation current IE with a rheostat R3 so as to obtain cosφ = 1. Fix the exci-
tation current IEN SG corresponding to this condition (IEN is the nominal excitation 
current for this load). Supporting IE = const, reduce the load on the generator by in-
creasing the excitation current IEM of the driving DC motor with the help of the resis-
tor R1. Measurement data record in the table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2 – Regulation of the SG load at IE = const 
Experiment 
Calculations 
SG DC motor 
U Is IE cosφ UM Ia IEM Р Рinm Рelm Роm РM М 
V А А – V А А W W W W W N·m 
 IsN 
IEN 
1          
 10           
 8           
 6           
 
6. Build U-shaped characteristics and cosφ(IE) and Q(IE) dependencies for two 
values of active power P, which are recommended by the teacher. 
Set the power of the SG P = 0. To do this, adjust the excitation currents of the 
motor M and the generator GS with rheostats R1 and R3 so as to set the stator wind-
ing current Is = 0 (normal excitation for SG no-load mode). 
To draw a plot of U-shaped characteristics in the mode of overexcitation, rheo-
stat R3 needs to gradually increase the excitation current IE of the synchronous gener-
ator GS until the stator current Is becomes IsN. 
The value of the engine power must be kept constant (UM = 205 V; Ia = 14 A). 
Write 4÷5 values of the stator current is in table. 5.3. 
Build a plot of the U-shaped characteristics in the mode of under-excitation. 
To do this use a resistor R3 to set the rated excitation current IE of the synchro-
nous generator GS. Reduce the excitation current IE of the GS generator as long as the 
stator current rises to the IsN value. In this case, the cosφ of the GS generator decreas-
es to a value of 0.5. Write 3÷4 values of the stator current Is in the table. 5.3. 
After this rheostat R3 should again set the rated current. At the end of the exper-
iment, it is necessary to use a rheostat R1 to reduce the power of the DC motor am-
meter PA2. At the same time also: 
- SG current must be zero (PA3 ammeter), 
- the power factor of the synchronous generator GS (rheostat R3) should increase 
to the value cosφ = 1 (phase meter Рφ). 
Switch off the QS disconnector, then the QF1, QF2 circuit breakers and thereby 
stop the units. Take rheostat R2 to its original position. 
 
5.5 Test results processing 
 
1. Calculate the power of the DC motor, which it consumes from the grid, is 
equal to, W 
aMinM IUP  .     (5.1) 
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Table 5.3 – U-shaped characteristic plot at constinMP  
Experimental data of SG Calculation 
U Is IE cos sin Q 
V A A p.u. p.u. var 
inMP          kW. Overexcitation Mode  
      
      
      
      
      
inMP          kW. Under-excited mode 
      
      
      
      
 
Power loss in motor armature winding, W 
aaelM RIP
2 .      (5.2)  
 
Motor power on the shaft, which it transmits to the synchronous generator, W 
elMoMinMM PPPP  .     (5.3) 
 
Torque on the motor shaft, N·m 
nM
M
nM
M
n
P
n
P
M 55,9
π
30



 .      (5.4) 
 
where n – is the engine speed, rpm. 
 
Reactive power of synchronous generator GS, var 
 sin3 ss IUQ .         (5.5) 
 
Active power of synchronous generator GS, W 
 cos3 ss IUP .     (5.6) 
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For calculations, use the phase voltage value, V: 
3
U
U s  , 
where U – linear voltage on the winding of the synchronous generator GS, V. 
2.  Build characteristics IE(M) for the three values of cosφ according to Table 5.1 
in the general coordinate system (on the one graphic field). 
3. Plot characteristics Is(M), Р(M), cos(M) at constEI  according to the ta-
ble 5.2 in the general coordinate system (on the one graphic field). 
4. Plot characteristics Is(IE), cos(IE), Q(IE) at constP  according to the ta-
ble 5.3 in the general coordinate system (on the one graphic field). 
 
Test questions 
 
1. What are the conditions for the inclusion of SG on parallel work with the elec-
trical network? How can you verify that these conditions are met? 
2. What are the main areas of the U-shaped characteristics of a synchronous 
generator? How much power does the synchronous generator give in the overexcita-
tion mode? 
3. How much power does the synchronous generator SG give in the under-
excitation mode? 
4. How to transfer the synchronous generator SG from under-excited mode to 
over-excited mode? 
5. Explain the definition of the boundary of stable operation on the U-shaped 
characteristic of a synchronous generator. 
6. How can I adjust the SG reactive power? 
7. How does the response of the armature of the synchronous generator change 
when the nature of the load on the network (active, capacitive, inductive) changes? 
8. In what excitation mode (under-excitation mode or over-excitation mode) do 
synchronous generators usually work in power plants? Why? 
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Laboratory work 6 
 
ANALYSIS of the CHARACTERISTICS of the DC GENERATOR  
 
6.1 The purpose of the work 
 
The purpose of the laboratory work is to obtain skills of experimental work with 
DC machines. As an example students will study a DC generator through experi-
mental analysis of its characteristics under independent excitation. 
 
6.2 Laboratory work plan 
 
1. Starting the machine. 
2. Registering no-load characteristics, load characteristic, external and regulato-
ry characteristics of the DC generator under independent excitation. 
 
6.3 Description of the test setup 
 
The basic scheme of the test stand is shown in Fig. 6.1, DC generator G is driv-
en by a three-phase asynchronous motor M, which provides a virtually constant 
speed: it is almost equal to the nominal speed nN.  
The asynchronous motor is connected to a three-phase alternating current grid 
with a voltage of 220 V by an automatic switch QF1 and magnetic contactor KM. 
 
PA
F F
A
B B
PV
PA
RQF
KM
SF
M
~3
220 В3 110 В
~
G
HL1
A1 2
1 2
1 2
2
1 HL2
R2
11
QF2
 
Figure 6.1 – Stand schematic diagram for DC generator 
investigation at independent excitation 
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The armature circuit of the generator G, which includes the armature winding A1-
A2 and the winding of the additional poles B1-B2, is connected to the automatic switch 
QF2 and the load rheostat R1 by its external outputs A1-B2. To measure armature volt-
age and current, the voltmeter PV and the ammeter PA1 are included.  
Under independent excitation of the DC generator (Fig. 6.1), the excitation wind-
ing uses the outputs F1-F2 to connect to the 110 V  DC generator by the automatic de-
vice SF. 
 
6.4 Guidelines to the laboratory work performance 
 
1. Get acquainted with the design and put down the rated data and parameters of 
the studied DC generator. 
2. Analyze the DC generator at independent excitation. 
Assemble the electric circuit of the setup for DC generator investigation at inde-
pendent excitation according to the schematic diagram (Fig. 6.1) and show it to the 
teacher. Put the equipment into an initial state: the automatic devices QF1, QF2, SF 
and contactor КМ are off; the rheostats R1 and R2 are completely activated, i.e. they 
provide maximum resistance. Turn on the automatic device QF1 and then press the 
button START of the contactor KM. This activates the asynchronous motor and 
makes the generator rotate at the rated speed nN. 
2.1 Register the DC generator no-load characteristics at independent excitation, 
i.e. the dependence U0(IE) at Ia = 0 and n = nN, where U0 is the voltage at the outputs 
of the armature circuit, which in this mode is equal to the EMF E of the armature 
winding. To meet the condition Ia = 0, the generator’s armature circuit stays open us-
ing the automatic device QF2. Make the first measurement when the automatic de-
vice SF is off, which makes IE = 0. Put down the readings of the voltmeter PV into 
the table 6.1. 
 
Table 6.1 – Parameters of the DCG no-load characteristic U0 (IE) at Ia = 0. 
Parameters Ascending branch Descending branch 
IE, А                 
U0, V                 
 
After that, register two branches of the characteristic: ascending and descending 
ones. Turn on the automatic device SF and slowly increase the excitation current with 
the rheostat R2 from IE = 0 to the value IE at which U0=1,2·UN, then gradually de-
crease it to IE=0. Change IE only in one direction (increasing or decreasing) to avoid 
partial hysteresis. Make 6-8 measurements using devices РА2 and РV for each branch 
in the determined range of U0 change and put down the results into the Table 6.1. 
2.2. Determine the parameters of the load characteristic U(IE) at Ia = IaN and 
n=nN. This characteristic differs from the no-load characteristic in that it is registered 
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in the presence of current Ia in the armature circuit. Fix the rheostat R2 in the position 
which corresponds to the minimum possible value of IE (using the device PA2). Turn 
on the automatic device QF2 and completely disengage the load rheostat R1 (such a 
mode corresponds to a generator’s short circuit mode). Using the rheostat R2, in-
crease IE up to the value when Ia = IaN, and put down the readings of the devices РА2 
and PV into Table 6.2. 
 
Table 6.2 – Parameters of the DC generator load characteristic U(IE) at Ia= IaN= 
const. 
IE, А         
U, V         
 
Gradually engage the load rheostat R1 simultaneously increasing IE to maintain 
Ia = IaN. The ultimate maximum value of armature voltage is U =1,1UN. Put down the 
measurements of 6-8 points also into Table 6.2. 
 
2.3. Determine the parameters of the DC generator’s external characteristic at 
IЕ = const. 
Simultaneously regulate the rheostats R1 and R2 to load the generator up to the 
current value of Ia = IaN at the armature voltage U = UN. After that, without changing 
the excitation current IE, change the DC generator load in the armature circuit up to 
the current value Ia =1,2 IaN using the rheostat R1. Register this measurement and put 
down the readings of the devices PA1 and PV into Table 6.3. 
 
Table 6.3 – Parameters of the external characteristic of the DC generator U(Ia) at 
IЕ = const. 
Ia, А         
U, V         
 
Gradually decrease the load using the rheostat R1 without changing the excita-
tion current IE to reach Ia = 0. Make 6-8 measurements and put them down into Ta-
ble 6.3. 
 
2.4. Determine the parameters of the regulatory characteristic IE at U = UN = 
const. 
You should register the parameters starting from the generator’s no-load opera-
tion (Ia = 0). To do this, use the automatic device QF2 to switch off the rheostat R1, 
which is the DC generator’s load. Using the rheostat R2, set the excitation current to 
such a value that will provide U=UN; put down the readings of the device PA2 into 
Table 6.4. After that provide the maximum resistance of the rheostat R1 and switch 
on the automatic device QF2. Use the rheostat R1 to increase the load current up to 
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Ia =1,2 IaN, , make 6-8 measurements and put down the readings of the devices PA1 
and PA2 into Table 6.4. Meanwhile, keep the voltage U stable by regulating the exci-
tation current using the rheostat R2. Disconnect the assembly from the mains. To do 
this, stitch off the automatic devices QF1 and QF2. 
 
Table 6.4 – Parameters of the regulatory characteristic IE(Ia) at U = UN 
Ia, А 0        
IE, А         
 
6.5 Test results processing 
1. Make a plot of the characteristics: 
a) using data from Tables 6.1 and 6.2, plot the no-load characteristic U0(IE) and 
load characteristic U(IE) in one coordinate grid; the no-load characteristic mush have 
an ascending and descending branches, to which you should add an estimated charac-
teristic, which is assumed as a middle line between the ascending and descending 
branches; 
b) using data from Tables 6.3 and 6.4, plot the generator’s external characteris-
tics U(Ia) at independent excitation; 
c) using data from table 6.4, plot the generator’s regulatory characteristic IE(Ia). 
2. Determine the level of the generator’s 
magnetic system saturation using the satura-
tion coefficient 
δ
μ
F
F
k o ,  (6.1) 
where F0 is the magnetomotive force (MMF) 
which is necessary for driving the main mag-
netic flux through all parts of the machine’s 
magnetic core; F is the MMF which is nec-
essary to drive the magnetic flux only 
through the air gap.  
For medium-saturated machines 
k = 1.2÷1.6. At k >1.6 the machine is high-
ly saturated; if k < 1.2 the machine is weakly 
saturated. 
The coefficient k can be determined from the estimated no-load characteristic 
(curve 1 in Fig. 16.3), which in a different scale is the machine’s magnetic character-
istic Фо(FE). 
Through point A, which corresponds to the rated voltage UN, draw the horizontal 
line AC to the intersection with the curve 1. As the air magnetic permeability is con-
stant, then to determine F it is sufficient to draw the straight line 2, tangent to the 
   Fig. 6.3 – No-load characteristic 
A B
C
Fδ
Fo
NU
0
E, Φo
1
2
IE, FE
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initial part of the no-load characteristic. This line will cut off the segment АВ = Fδ on 
the segment АС  F0,  so  k = AC/AB. 
3. Determine the generator’s rated voltage change by percentage 
%100


N
No
N U
UU
U ,     (6.2) 
which according to the standards (GOST 183-84) is called voltage change at its 
terminals when the load changes from the rated value to zero, it being expressed as 
percentage of the rated voltage. 
For non-compensating machines, i.e. those that do not have a compensating 
winding, UN = 10÷15 %. To determine the voltage change, use the external charac-
teristic at independent excitation of the generator.  
 
4. Build a characteristic triangle. 
To build a characteristic triangle, both an ascending branch of the no-load char-
acteristic and load characteristic (for which an ascending branch is taken) must be 
built on the same plot. Starting from pint A on the load characteristic, which corre-
sponds to the rated voltage, mark off vertically a segment, V: 
 
АВ = IaN,∙ΣRa = IaN .Σ  oаR 75  + 2Ub,  
 
which characterize the voltage drop in the armature circuit and in the brush con-
tact. Here Ub = 1 V is the voltage drop in one brush contact: Σ  075аR  is the re-
sistance of the armature winding copper and additional poles that reached the temper-
ature of 75 оС, which corresponds to the machine’s heating, Ohm:   
 
0
)75( 235
75235
0
t
RR aa 

 ,    (6.7) 
 
where ΣRa is the total resistance of the armature windings and additional poles 
in a cool state, i.e. at an ambient temperature t0 = 20 
оС. 
The horizontal segment CB corresponds to the demagnetizing MMF of armature 
reaction in the scale of the excitation current.  
The difference between the horizontal legs of the triangles АВС и А1В1С1 (note 
that А1В1 = АВ) built on different sections of the characteristics allows understanding 
the influence of the machine’s magnetic circuit saturation on the action magnitude of 
the lateral demagnetizing armature reaction.  
Build characteristic triangles for IE = (0.5; 0.8; 1.0; 1.1) IEN. 
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Test questions 
 
1. Explain the design and operation principles of a direct current generator. 
2. Explain the stand setup for the DCG investigation. 
3. Write down and explain the formula of an EMF generator.  
4. How to register the generator’s no-load characteristic? 
5. Explain why the ascending and descending branches of the no-load character-
istic split. 
6. How to register load characteristic? 
7. What is the armature reaction of a direct current machine? 
8. How to build a characteristic triangle? 
9. What is the external characteristic of a generator? 
10. How to register the external characteristics of a generator at independent ex-
citation? 
11. What is the percentage change of a generator’s voltage? 
12. What is a regulatory characteristic of a generator and how to register it? 
 
Appendix to methodical instructions 
Scan it 
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